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You might think that you spend an awful lot of time inside of your personal car. 
However, if you’re the type who drives a work vehicle—say a commercial truck or 
van—that’s hours upon hours every week of extra time spent driving. And naturally, 
if you’re spending that much time inside of a vehicle, you want it to be well-rounded.

Comfort, power, safety—these are all facets that we’re looking for as we choose our 
next vehicle. However, they become especially important in a commercial vehicle 
(after all, happy and comfortable employees are productive employees!). Our team 
has put together this handy checklist to help you find the perfect truck for your business.

THE COMMERCIAL TRUCK
BUYING CHECKLIST
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   MECHANICS & EXTERIOR
No matter what line of work you might be using this truck for, it needs to have enough 
utilitarian benefits to help you get the job done. Thus, its performance and exterior features 
need to have a bit of extra oomph. Here’s what you’ll need to look out for in particular.

  How powerful is the engine?
This one is going to depend entirely on the needs of your business. For example, if you’re 
a contractor and are carrying around tons of heavy equipment, then you’re going to need 
a beefy engine to keep your truck moving at the right pace. Make sure your selection comes 
with enough cylinders for your line of work.

 What is the towing capacity?
Likewise, some of that equipment you’re carrying around may be pretty large. If you have 
a landscaping business, for instance, you may need to haul a mower around with you. 
In which case, the truck needs to have ample towing capabilities.

 Is towing equipment included in the truck?
This is an important point to consider. The towing capacities in a truck will vary drastically 
depending on what kind of equipment they’re equipped with. Hitch receivers and wiring 
connectors are bound to give you a boost. However, they may not come standard in your 
truck. Be sure to ask a dealership representative which kind of equipment is included in 
the standard package, and what comes only with an upgrade.

 How does the truck’s handling match your location/climate?
When you live in a temperate environment with little rain or inclimate weather, you may not 
need to stress about handling too much. But when you’re faced with snow or ice from time 
to time, it’s going to be far more of a necessity. Be sure that your selection has both the 
structural and technological handling features that you need the most.

 Does the truck have emergency braking systems?
Accidents happen. But with the right braking system, they’ll happen far less. 
This is true even when the weather turns a little rough.

Make sure that the truck you’re considering has some sort of emergency braking 
system. That way, if you ever need to come to a sudden, unexpected stop, it shouldn’t 
be any problem at all.
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 Is the truck easy to drive?
Over time, you’ll get used to just about anything. However, the truck is going to be more 
pleasant to ride in if there’s less of a learning curve (or none at all).

Ask a sales representative if you can take the truck out for a test drive before making your 
decision. This should provide you with an accurate measure of how easy it is to control.

 Is the truck easy to park?
Even cars that are easy to drive can be a little less than easy to park. Something that’s big 
and clunky may pose an especially large challenge. For the sake of your employees’ sanity, 
try and choose something that’s going to be a little easier to pull in and out of park.

   SAFETY & MAINTENANCE
Piggybacking off some of the more pragmatic performance and exterior items are these 
equally important safety and maintenance features. Just as a car needs to handle and 
perform to your needs, it needs to be safe and long-lasting, too. After all, the less frequently 
you need to replace these trucks, the better!

	 Does	the	truck	offer	sufficient	safety	equipment?
Like we said before, accidents happen. And sometimes, they’re entirely unavoidable. 
In which case, you want to be sure that your employees will be totally safe. So, make sure 
that the truck you’ve chosen has:

• A comprehensive advanced airbag system 
• Plenty of structural reinforcements 
• Technologies to improve handling and help avoid collisions

A sturdy frame and an array of handy gadgets can go a long way towards keeping both 
the truck and your employee safe. Don’t forget to ask your sales representative about the 
available safety upgrades.
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 What kind of warranty does the truck come with?
Vehicles used for commercial purposes tend to undergo much more expedient wear. 
So, the longer the included warranty is, the better. Speak with your sales representative 
about what the warranty comes with before making your decision. In the long run, a more 
comprehensive warranty is going to save you a lot of money.

 What does the truck need in terms of regular maintenance?
Since your commercial truck is incurring more wear, it’s going to require more frequent 
maintenance, too. Be sure to inquire about the suggested maintenance schedule for the 
vehicle, so that you can plan accordingly. 

  Will the insurance on the truck be affordable 
for commercial use?

This is a question you’ll need to float by your insurance company. Fleet vehicles tend 
to receive different rates, so you’ll need to work out some numbers before coming to a 
decision. In the end, those insurance costs can greatly affect the overall price.
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   COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
Last but not least, you’ll have to consider the vehicle’s comfort and conveniences. It may 
have all the necessary pragmatic features, but without a few extra creature comforts, it won’t 
be much of a joy to drive. Do your employees a favor and choose something that makes life 
much easier for them.

 Is the interior comfortable enough for a long work day?
On the average work day, you’re bound to spend plenty of time inside this vehicle. 
However, there’s no doubt that some overtime is going to arise here and there, too. 
In which case, you better hope that you’re behind the wheel of something comfortable.

This is another area in which the test drive really comes in handy. Hunker down in the 
driver’s seat and adjust positions. Stretch out your legs and really push that cockpit to 
its limits. If anything feels too cramped or stiff, the truck may not be the right choice.

 Can the interior hold up to your line of work?
Are there all-weather mats? Materials that can easily wick away dirt, dust, or rain? 
If the interior looks as if it will easily scratch, tear, or stain, then it may not be a good 
choice. You’ll ultimately end up replacing it, and that’s sure to be costly.
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 Is there enough space?
We’re not just talking about space for passengers (including legroom, headroom, and 
shoulder room). We’re talking about room for additional cargo, tools, and supplies – 
whatever it is that you may need to get the job done. Without enough room in the back, 
this truck just isn’t going to work.

 What kind of amenities are offered?
While there are many gadgets and technologies that we’d consider standard in your 
personal vehicles today, such as A/C or power windows, these aren’t always included 
in commercial vehicles. Nevertheless, their additions can really improve your driving 
experience. Be sure to ask the sales representative what great features come standard. 

 Is an entertainment system included?
You might not consider this a priority, but it’s definitely important. During those particularly 
long, stressful work days, being able to plug in your phone or MP3 player and crank the 
tunes can really make a difference. 

Not only that, but many entertainment suites these days also allow for full mobile 
integration, so that you can access apps on the go. If your business utilizes any apps 
of its own, your employees can easily access them from the truck. In the end, that will 
make things much easier for them.

    CHOOSE THE RIGHT COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLE FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Creature comforts, conveniences, and additional utilities can make the work day so much 
easier. If you follow this checklist carefully, you’re bound to find a commercial vehicle that 
features all these things and more.

If you’d like any more help choosing the right commercial vehicle (including taking one 
for a spin), don’t hesitate to reach out to your local commercial dealer. With their help, 
you’ll have the right vehicle in no time!


